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This thesis exhibition contains three selected works, 
all of which are sculptures. 
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SOULFPU] S WITH LIGHT 
This thesis consists of a selected roup of sculptures, 
most of which are done in polyester resin.  .11 of the sculp- 
tures do have their own light source. The work is the cul- 
mination of a close study of form, My sculpture has gone 
through a steady transition over a period of several years. 
I beran with a group of incoherent works about six years ago. 
Shortly thereafter, I becamv obsessed with the study of bones 
and organic form. V.y  work has reflected this interest over 
the past five years.  Initially, these forms were identifiable 
as bone representations.  Gradually, this evolved into a more 
abstract style but still retained the organic forms foun  in 
bones. 
The use of plastics and light is a fairly new idea that 
encompasses the past couple years. Ireviously, I worked in 
cast metals.  As my st le began to develop ^nd mature, I felt 
a need to pursue different techniques and materi-.ls.  " had 
a strong desire to try some n-::wer materials available to the 
artist.  I found myself comfortable with plastics, particu- 
larly pol...ester resin.  I was able to use new materials but 
retain my forms. Form is the most important aspect of my 
sculpture. 
I use light in all my new work hut it must remain secon- 
dary- to the form,  ^he resins must have the ability to stand 
alono without light. The light is an accent that works well 
with the material I use.  I try to work in such a way that 
the light doesn't dominate. Light captures the form and 
picks up edges well.  It diffuses throughout the entire work 
and encompasses the area around it. 
The transition from my early work is clear. The question 
now is where will it go from here.  I feel on the verge of 
something new now, 'out I can't really say what it might be. 
My last work is a large abstract female figure. The major 
difference is that its not done in polyester resin.  I feel 
this is a significant change.  I do, however, intend to use 
light with this piece. Perhaps I am only experimenting with 
a new idea or perhaps I am on the verge of a complete change, 
'"hatever the course, I intend to pursue with great anticipation. 
